
 

 

PLYWOOD 
SELKARPLEX 
Film faced plywood can be used in formwork for10 to 15 times. 
Hardwood core, WBP glue, Dyneabrown film. 18 mm, 11 core + 2 film 
layers 
ALTINPLEX 
Film faced plywood can be used in formwork for 8 to 11 times. 
Combicore, WBP glue, Dynes brownfilm. 18 mm, 5 hardwood/6 poplar 
core + 2 film layers 

 

MEDIUM DENSITY FIBREBOARD (MDF) 
Medium Density Fibreboard is an engineered wood product made by 
breaking down hardwood or softwood residuals into wood fibres. It is 
durable and good choice for many woodworking and carpentry 
projects like shelving and storage cabinets. This is ideal to use in 
furniture, lockers, benches, doors, wall cladding, labs, hotels and office 
equipment 

 

WOODEN DOOR 
Surface: MDF with natural veneer 
Inner core: Chip board or half-filled solid wood 
Dimension: 800/900/1000mmx44 mm (door leaf) 
Frame: 42 mmx156 mm 
Casing: 12x60mm 
Includes: door slab, frame, casing and painting charges 

PARQUET 
Parquet is a geometric mosaic of wood pieces used for decorative 
effect. Parquetry uses are as veneer patterns on furniture and block 
patterns for flooring. Parquets are solid and semi solid engineered 
wooden flooring available in different colors and sizes 

BUILDING MATERIALS 
 

    GRANITE TILES 
Granite remains the top choice for kitchen counter tops and widely 
used for flooring and wall tile applications. Due to its exceptional 
strength, it is well suited for exterior applications such as cladding, 
paving and curbing. Granite tiles are available in different colors 
and patterns. 

    PORCELAIN TILES 
Porcelain is much harder than ordinary ceramic tiles. It can be used 
in dry areas such as wall murals, dadoes and less traffic zones. The 
density and composition of porcelain tile allows it to be used in a 
variety of applications indoor and outside in the most extreme 
weather conditions. Porcelain tiles are available in different 
patterns and categories. 

SELKAR TRADING FZE 

 

MARBLE TILES 
Marble is commonly used for internal and external wall cladding 
purposes, landscaping applications such as patio, swimming pool 
and walkway tiles or pavers. Marble tile is also used to decorate 
residential fireplaces and bathrooms. Commercial applications of 
marble are, hotel foyer decoration, table tops, counter tops, 
bathrooms and kitchens. 

CERAMIC TILES 
Ceramic tiles are ideal choice for kitchens, baths, basements, 
porches, laundry rooms and other moisture – prone areas. An array 
of colors, patterns, shapes and sizes is available. 


